CBS Presents:
Discover Your True Talents in Chinese Martial Arts & Cultural Arts
Activities:

Chinese Martial Arts (12:30 – 1:30 p.m.)
featuring demonstrations on Taiji 太極, Wing Chun 詠春, Baguazhang 八卦掌 &
Xingyiquan 形意拳 by a Famous Chinese Film Director
Master Gosum Ng (伍佳發師傅
伍佳發師傅),
伍佳發師傅 the third generation descendant of Beijing “He Xiang Zhuang” (a famous Qigong
school in China) will demonstrate and teach the visitors a series of basic techniques of Chinese martial arts which
can help enhance one’s endurance fitness while film director Edward Yiu Ming Leung (梁耀明
梁耀明導演
梁耀明導演),
導演 who
participated in “A Better Tomorrow III:Love And Death In Saigon” (英雄本色 3-夕陽之歌), starring Yun Fat Chow (周
潤發); “Dragons Forever” (飛龍猛將) starring Jacky Chan (成龍) and Sammo Hung (洪金寶), will demonstrate
different styles of Chinese Kung Fu. Participating visitors who are willing to take a “challenge” will have a

chance to win a prize!

Dough Sculpture (1:00 – 3:00 p.m.)
Interested to see how a few colored pieces of dough are turned into expressive and lively figurines by the trained
hands of a Chinese folk artist on campus? Mr Lo Yeung Fu (傅鷺陽先生
傅鷺陽先生),
傅鷺陽先生 a multi-talented and well-respected artist
who has devoted himself to Chinese folk art for more than 20 years, will demonstrate and teach you how to make
dough sculpture using a variety of skilled techniques. Join this fun hands-on workshop to learn, create and surprise
your family and friends with the quintessential Chinese dough figures!

Chinese Paper Cutting (1:30 – 3:30 p.m.)
Paper-cut is a traditional and distinctive visual art of Chinese handicrafts. For centuries, Chinese used the cut outs
during festivals to decorate gates, doors and windows. Ms Yun Xia Li (李雲俠女士
李雲俠女士),
李雲俠女士 a renowned contemporary
Chinese artist whose extraordinary paper-cut works have received numerous awards and have been exhibited
nationally and internationally, will demonstrate and teach you how to master the basic techniques of her intricate
paper-cut creations. Come explore your creativity and make your own exquisite art piece in a unique oriental style
using tools as simple as just a pair of scissors and sheets of red paper. Create something extraordinary out of
something ordinary!
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